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1 Introduction 

1.1 The Purpose of This Document 

The purpose of this document is to give an overview of the Dynamic Item Hierarchy function. 
It is intended for technical users to set up and configure the function and for consultants to 
learn how to use it. 

1.2 Overview 

The Dynamic Item Hierarchy is used to set up and maintain an item hierarchy in as dynamic 
way as possible. The purpose of the dynamic hierarchy is to enable users to structure and 
analyze the Item Master according to their needs. Even though this hierarchy has the 
potential for multipurpose use, the main focus in this document will be on using it as part of 
the Item Sales History.  
 
In the Dynamic Item Hierarchy setup form, the user defines a multi-level hierarchy that 
describes the item hierarchy to use. Then he synchronizes the hierarchy, which is a process 
of creating the actual hierarchy based on the setup. After the hierarchy has been 
synchronized it can be viewed. Hierarchies can be added to the Sales History form by placing 
a check mark in the the Sales History box on the Dyn. Item Hierarchy Setup card. One of 
these hierarchies can be check marked as Show Expanded which means that the hierarchy in 
question will be the expanded one in the sales history form. 
 
A report is provided for printing the hierarchies either as a whole or in part. 
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2 Setup 

Item Hierarchies are set up in the Dyn. Item Hierarchy Setup form Click on BackOffice, 
Setup, Item, Dyn. Item Hierarchy. In this form you can define the hierarchies you want to 
use. The setup process will be explained using an example that is almost a replication of the 
normal hierarchy Item Category/Product Group except that the Division level has been added 
on top. 
 

 
 
The above hierarchy is of the type Sales and has been made available for the sales history 
form. The hierarchy has been selected as the one that will be expanded when the Sales 
History is opened (Back Office, Sales History, Sales Analysis, Ledger Entries, Sales 
History). 
 
This Demo Hierarchy (among others) is included as an example in the demo company 
CRONUS LS 2009 (6.1) W1 Demo distributed with the system. To get similar results as 
shown in the following demo screenshots the Work Date should be set to August 15

th
, 2007. 

Other examples will be discussed in later sections. 
 
When a hierarchy of the type Sales is created, as in this case, the Calc Fields (see tab Calc 
Fields) are created automatically: 
 

 
 
If no type is selected, the user must select preferred columns to display on the hierarchy. 
In our example we have five predefined columns for the hierarchy, three of which are actual 
columns in a table and two calculated from those columns. 
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As you can see, you are defining the type, caption and calculation formula for each field 
(column). 
 
The level setup is used to define the structure of the hierarchy. Here we define which tables to 
use in which order and how they must be linked together. It is important to define for each 
table in the hierarchy where its corresponding analyzing field is located. So the process is in 
general to structure the data and link analyzing data to its corresponding column. In our 
example we have a four level hierarchy All Items (sums), Division (table), Item Category 
(table) and Product Group (table). Each level is linked to the level above (except the top 
level): 
 

 
The locations of the three calc. fields are defined for the table levels. If fields are not defined 
for a table level then the level is calculated as the sum of all its sub-levels, so in general you 
only need to define the fields at the lowest level. It is recommended to define the 
corresponding fields of higher level because it will improve the performance of calculating the 
hierarchy. In our case the fields have been defined for Item Category and Product Group, but 
will be calculated for Division: 
 

 
 
To be able to apply the basic filters (Location, Date and Global Dim 2) you have to define the 
location of these filters in each table with the calc. fields defined. In our case for Item 
Category and Product Group: 
 

 
 
Finally the links between each linked table and the item master must be defined. By doing so, 
the hierarchy is able to filter and show items for a given hierarchy line. This would normally be 
done at the same time you define the level, but is shown here as a separate step for 
clarification. In this example Division, Item Category and Product Group are all linked to 
corresponding fields in the item table: 
 

 
 

Most of this setup work can be done automatically by using the Table Lookup module 
included with the Item Finder module. Defaults can be set for fields in a table in the Table 
Lookup module. For each table the primary and description fields and most of the calculation 
and filtering fields can be defined. Refer to the Table Lookup documentation for details. Table 
Lookup setup can be accessed from the Dynamic Hierarchy setup form: see the menu button 
command Lookup Setup on the hierarchy setup form: 
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After setting up the hierarchy it is ready to be synchronized (created): see the menu button 
command Synchronize on the hierarchy setup form: 
 

 
 

Note that a hierarchy has to be resynchronized if the data that it is based on is changed. If in 
our case a Division, Item Category or a Product Group is added, changed or deleted the 
hierarchy must be synchronized again. A hierarchy must also be resynchronized if links 
between the groups are changed. If in doubt resynchronize it will not damage anything. 
 
Note that table Item can be added to our example as level 5 for the listing of all items in every 
product group. But since items are frequently changed (added, deleted or changed) in most 
organizations the resynchronization must almost be done every time the hierarchy is viewed. 
 
A scheduled job can be set up to synchronize all dynamic item hierarchies. The job should 
run codeunit 10000730 (Dyn. Item Hierarchy Mgt). For details see the Scheduler Job 
‘DYNITEMHIERSYNCALL’ in the demo company. 
 
To view the synchronized hierarchy: see the menu button command View Hierarchy on the 
hierarchy setup form:  
 

 
 

If you run this hierarchy in the demo company you will get this result: 
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3 Use Cases 

In this version of LS Retail NAV (6.1) the main focus of usability is on the sales history. Five 
hierarchy templates have been created and are accessible in the demo company (CRONUS 
LS 2009 (6.1) W1 Demo). The first one ITEM0001 was examined in the previous setup 
chapter. The other four hierarchy templates will be further explained in this chapter: 
 

1. ITEM001 – Item Hierarchy (see setup) 
2. ITEM002 – Vendor Items 
3. ITEM003 – Seasons 
4. ITEM004 – Life styles 
5. ITEM005 – Special Groups 

3.1 Vendor Items 

This hierarchy lists all vendors and items that are related to them. The type is Sales so the 
calc fields are set automatically: 
 

 
 
Note that since the lowest level is Item, the hierarchy must be synchronized frequently. 
If you view this hierarchy in the demo database the result is as follows: 
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If the type is cleared, it is easy to select other columns to analyze, for example purchase 
quantities and amounts. 

3.2 Seasons 

The Dynamic Hierarchy function can be used to group items for different seasons defined in 
the season table and attached to items. In this example we have defined these seasons for 
the years 2007 and 2008: 
 

 
 

We have marked some clothing items in our demo company with these season codes and 
want to display sales information for those items. 
 
First we create the Dynamic Hierarchy by linking the Item table to the Season table. In our 
example we want to analyze seasons for years 2007-2008: 
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The hierarchy is grouped by years on level 2 by using the Level Link Field and Level Link 
Filter. The first group is for season codes containing the string 07 and the second for season 
codes containing the string 08. Groups or years can then be changed in the future or years 
added. 
 
Here we have the hierarchy view from the demo company: 
 

 
 

3.3 Item Attributes 

In this demo we use Item Attributes to group clothing items by lifestyles. First we create new 
attribute LIFESTYLE and then Attribute Options (Attribute button) Casual, Leisure and 
Professional. Finally we add the Item Attribute Settings – LIFESTYLE, CLOTHING so that we 
can add these attributes to Items in Item Category Clothing. 
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Now we can add these lifestyle attributes to Items. Now data is ready for the hierarchy that we 
create like as follows: 
 

 
 
This one is a bit more complicated than the others since we have two fields as a key between 
the tables. We use the Level Link Filter and the Ext. Filter in this example. 
 
The result will look like this in our demo database: 
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3.4 Special Groups 

Finally we have a demo of hierarchy to print out Special Groups with Items: 
 

 
 
Here we actually link three tables; that is, Item Special Groups, Item/Special Group Link and 
Item. The link to Item is done by placing a check mark the Switch To Item field in the level 2 
line. 
 
Here we have the result if run from the demo company: 
 

 
 

3.5 Dynamic Item Hierarchy Report 

For all the hierarchies that we have examined and that you might create in the future they can 
be printed or viewed as print preview from the Dyn. Item Hierarchy report (Click on 
BackOffice, Reports, Item, Dyn. Item Hierarchy). All defined hierarchies can be selected, 
filtered and then printed: 
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Note that you have the option to select a sub-node (tree) of the hierarchy while printing. If 
selected, the user is asked to select sub-tree after the report starts. In the example below the 
Item Category Food was selected: 
 

 
 

3.6 Sales History 

Hierarchies that have the field Sales History check marked are accessible through the Sales 
History form (Click on BackOffice, Sales History, Sales Analysis – Ledger Entries, Sales 
History). In our demo data hierarchy ITEM001 is check marked and it is also check marked 
as Show Expanded. Add the marking to hierarchies ITEM002 and ITEM003. Then open the 
Sales History form and open Item Hierarchy tab: 
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The selected item hierarchy with the Show Expanded check marked is shown fully expanded. 
If you collapse the top level of the Item Hierarchy, you will see the other two Sales History 
hierarchies collapsed: 
 

 
 
Now you can expand the other sales history hierarchies as you like. 
 
If no Dynamic Item Hierarchy is check marked as Sales History hierarchy, the functionality of 
the Sales History is unchanged from previous versions. 


